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Abstract  
The study sought to address mathematics anxiety among grade 5 students of Elizabeth 
Seton School – Las Piñas Campus by defining its relationship with student 
achievement, facilitating modules and strategies, and determining its effect to student 
achievement. The study examined the mathematics anxiety levels of 267 grade 5 
respondents and utilized an instrument adopted from Sierbers (2015). The study also 
examined whether mathematics anxiety modules and strategies improve student 
achievement and analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). A 
paired t-test for the difference between means of student achievement and Pearson–r 
for the relationship of mathematics anxiety with student achievement were used as 
statistical analyses to measure significance. The result of the study indicated that there 
is MEDIUM – HIGH mathematics anxiety levels among the respondents which after 
implementation of mathematics modules and strategies decreased to LOW – 
MEDIUM mathematics anxiety level. The result also showed there was a statistically 
strong relationship between mathematics anxiety and students achievement. Students 
who have high mathematics anxiety tend to have low mathematics achievement. 
Furthermore, the t-test showed that the mean difference between student 
achievements is significant in two out of eight sections only in grade 5 students. This 
implies that mathematics anxiety modules and strategies were effective in selected 
sections. Based on the findings of this study, it is worth noting that mathematics 
anxiety affects student achievement. 
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It has been defined that “Math anxiety is a feeling of tension, apprehension, or fear 
that interferes with math performance” (Ashcraft, 2002, p.181).  Mathematics anxiety 
can begin as early as the fourth grade and peaks in middle school and high school.  
 
Since Mathematics Anxiety has been a well-known research topic for numerous 
years, there is a need of continuously research on the topic of math anxiety (Smith, 
2004). With this, the study aimed to determine the levels of mathematics anxiety, its 
relationship of with student achievement and the effects of mathematics anxiety 
modules in mathematics at Elizabeth Seton School – Las Piñas Campus. The aspects 
looked into modules and strategies in improving students’ achievement where 
research data were collected using an instrument (questionnaire) adopted from 
Sierbers (2015) and statistically analyzed.  
 
 

 
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework 

 
Parallel to this study were the past work of Gough (1954) and Dreger and Aiken 
(1957) that noted mathematical performance is influenced by nonintellectual factors.  
Gough (1954) defined Mathemaphobia as a fear in the presence of mathematics that 
creates a negative attitude.   Dreger and Aiken (1957) investigated the idea that math 
attitude scores made a significantly predict achievement in mathematics.  Richardson 
and Suinn (1972) created a 98-item Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (MARS), 
which is the most used instrument to measure math anxiety.  Suinn, Edie, Nicoletti, 
and Spinelli (1972) used the MARS in a study to measure math anxiety in students.  
Wigfield and Meece (1988) used a Student Attitude Questionnaire (SAQ) with 
students in 6th through 12th grade.  The questionnaire in their study assessed the 
levels of math anxiety and student’s beliefs concerning mathematics.  Hembree 
(1990) studied the nature, effects, and relief of mathematics anxiety concluding that 
mathematics anxiety depresses performance.    
 
This study used descriptive and quasi-experimental quantitative research as a type of 
methodology, which involved collection of data needed to determine the mathematics 
anxiety levels among grade 5 students, its relationship with student achievement, and 
the effects of Mathematics Anxiety Modules as an intervention in addressing 
mathematics anxiety. Using this research design, data were gathered and summarized 
through numerical reports and tables using measures of central tendency, variation 
and correlation.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Data gathered showed that after implementation of Mathematics Anxiety Modules 
and Strategies, the levels for math anxiety of students decreased. This implied through 



 

Mathematics Anxiety Modules, mathematics anxiety be likely to decrease through 
several interventions. This was parallel to the study of Buchler (2013) which showed 
that students who participated in the classes with instruction on the three research-
based anxiety-reducing strategies experienced positive change in their ability to 
control anxiety during anxiety-producing situations by using one or more of the 
strategies. Also, data gathered that changes in students’ anxiety towards mathematics 
were significantly correlated with changes in the mean grade.  
 
The study revealed the following findings: 
1. The students’ anxiety level in mathematics was MEDIUM to HIGH before the 
implementation of Mathematics Anxiety Modules and LOW to MEDIUM after the 
implementation. Students’ anxiety in mathematics decreased as they become more 
aware on understanding mathematics anxiety. The more positive the students’ 
perception towards mathematics, the higher the mathematics grades of the students. 
 
2. There is a there a significant relationship between the levels of mathematics 
anxiety and the student achievement.  
 
3. There is a significant difference/improvement in the mathematics anxiety and 
student achievement (as measured by the mathematics grade) of grade 5 students after 
the implementation of modules and strategies.  
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